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Abstract 

The ability to interact with computers through a methods other than keyboard and mouse has 
begun to shape the modern computing experience. Gesture Recognition shows significant promise 
as it offers an intuitive and personal means to interact with a computer. However, contemporary 
gesture recognition is still in it's infancy and is difficult to offer in applications without proprietary 
libraries such as the Microsoft Kinect's SDK. To encourage broader adoption of gesture recognition 
the author details the implementation of pyGesture, an open-source/ free software library for the 
python programming language. The library provides a simple base class which can be extended to 
easily allow gesture input. The library implements two different means of gesture recognition - by 
regression based and dynamic time warping algorithms. 
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1 Introduction 
A reliable gesture recognition system may be separated into three distinct steps. First, data from a 
3D input device such as the Microsoft Kinect must be filtered in order to only include a trail of data 
indicative of the movement of a hand. Secondly, this trail of points must be classified as a gesture 
- either by comparing it to some mathematical function or to some predefined sequence of points. 
Finally, the gestures classifications must be bound to actions in the program. The pyGesture library 
implements each of these steps in order to provide an easily extensible code base that would make 
programming gesture enabled applications easy. 

The abililty to recognize and interpret gestures entails identifying what will be refered to as the 
leader of a changing point cloud. There are several ways to identify the leader in a pointcloud but 
the most reliable approach is one that combines several tactics and methods for point-rejection. The 
method I use in this implementation is to identify areas in the pointcloud that resemble some sort of 
pointing mechanism ie a pointing hand. 

Additionally, I am tracking the RGB commposition of the area. For example, if the pointer is a 
hand than the histogram of the color in the neighborhood of the leader should be have some similarity 
to the the histogram of either the predefined expected rgb or the leader in a previous frame. The 
mechanism for identifying the leader is functionally separated from the mechanism for classifing, 
discriminating and responding to detected gestures. 

Tracking the leader through a 3 dimensional space results in a trail of chronologically connected 
points. Classification occurs along some running window of these points. Once a state of gesture is 
recognized aAS such as a series of points that are in a straight, horizontal line, the state of gesture 
will continue until the window of these points deviates from the pattern greater than some error 
threshhold. The error threshold for starting a gesture is less than the threshold for breaking from 
that gesture. 

Because of the varying perspective of a three dimensional camera, classifying a gesture involves 
relating a trail of points in 3D space to some prototypical gesture. For example, in recognizing a 
circle, while the size of the circle is important in distinguishing from false positives (such as tiny 
circles), the classification involves comparing the window of plates to a perfect circle of a similar size. 
This comparison is manifest in both time and space. While the speed that a symbol is drawn is 
perhaps less important than the conformance to a particular shape, it is nonetheless important. 

In order to compare the speed at which a gesture is drawn we must compare the time signature 
of an expected gesture to that of points that seem to match it's shape. In order to do this, Dynamic 
Time Warping is used to compare two 2-dimensional series of different timescales. 

2 Usage 
Perhaps the easiest way to explain what the pygesture library does is include a short example of 
usage: 

#! / usr/ bin/ python 
from pygesture.responder import Responder 
from pygesture.dtw_classifier import DTWClassifier 

class SimpleResponder(Responder): 
def __ init __ (self): 

Responder. __ init __ (self) 
self.bound_methods = { 

"WAVE" 
} 

: self.say_hello 

def say_hello(self): 
print "Hello World!" 

if __ name __ == ' __ main __ ': 

r = SimpleResponder() 
classifier = DTWClassifier() 
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r.add_classifier(classifier) 
r.startO 

In the above program a couple important things happen. The SimpleResponder class extends the 
pygesture.responder class. This allows the developer to immediately gain access to the capabilities of 
pygesture. Instantiating the class with a self.bound_ methods hash defines the methods that will be 
triggered when gestures are detected. 

In this case, when the responder is notified of a "WAVE" gesture, it will call the method say _hello 
and respond by printing "Hello World!" to the console. 

However, before the responder can detect gestures, a classifier must be attached to the input data. 
To this end, the DTWClassifierO is instantiated and added to the responder. Finally, startO is called 
on the responder, and the responder begins to receive data from the kinect and can detect gestures. 

PyGesture is designed to offer a flexible, yet simple, architecture that makes developing gesture
enable programs easy. 

3 Architecture 
The application architecture is separated into three different modules that filter, classify and respond 
to data and gestures perceived by the kinect. 

Freenect 
I Fetches (x,y,z) data from 

the Klnect 

Filter 
Filters points to track 
hand through space 

3.1 Filtering 

Respond 
Responds to Detected 

Gestures 

Classify 
Classifies points Into 

Gestures 

Figure 1: Architecture 

The first task of gesture tracking is keeping track of the position of the leader. The leader - presumably 
a hand - is tracked through three dimensional space. The Freenect kinect driver gives a 3D pointcloud 
which we must filter to identify the leader. Once the leader point is found, it is dispatched to the 
gesture classifiers which then classify windows of the points as gestures. The gesture tracker is both 
immediate and chronological. 
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To identify the pointing mechanism we examine the neighborhood of the closest point to the 
sensing device. As the gesturer will likely be standing, facing the kinect, when performing gestures, 
the gesturers hand will almost certainly be nearer to the camera than the rest of the scene. FUrther 
ways to classify The pointing mechanism can be based on several important characteristics which 
can be instantantaneous and continously measured. Instantaneously, the algorithm compares the 
topography of the local pointcloud and over time, the algorithm tracks the color of the leading point, 
with the assumption that it won't change much. 

(a) Depth map as used in Local Topography Filter
ing 

(b) Identifying the region to base hue and value for 
CamShift algorithm 
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3.1.1 Local Topography 

It is safe to assume that a pointer in a gesture is relatively close to the camera relative to the 
surrounding projection in 3D space. It is from this assumption that we identify the first point that 
may be the leader point. 

In each immediate frame, the tracker identifies the point closest to the camera. It then examines 
a small neighborhood around that point in order to determine whether the point is uniquely close to 
the camera or perhaps connected to a larger body of points - such as a nose on a face. In the latter 
case, the point is likely not the location of a leader point . The filtering algorithm accepts areas where 
the nearest point Cxy is k closer than the average of the surrounding area for some nxn window -
indicating a peak, such as would be created by a pointing finger (from the camera's perspective). We 
are verifying that: 

(1) 

3.1.2 CamShift 

The CamShift element of filtering maintains a histogram of the hue around the leader point. This 
gives the system additional power to reject erroneous points. It does so by finding a sub-rectangle of 
the rgb image and calculating the histogram of that area. Each time an rgb image is received from 
the kinect, it splits a subrectangle of the image into it's component hues. It can then use these hues 
to assign probabilities to each pixel in the image. From these values we can calculate the probability 
that a new location is a representation of the subrectangle. If this value is especially low, than we 
reject it as a false positive. 

The CamShift function is a part of the OpenCV library, and consequentially the CamShift aspect 
of filtering closely resembles example code included with the OpenCV library.(? ) 

3.2 Classification 

The Gesture Control is the part of the library that processes and classifies gestures. It hieararchically 
tests a window of points to find a gesture. Two distinct gesture classifiers are provided in the pyGesture 
library. The first, a regression based classifier, matches a window of points to pre-defined functions 
such as circles and lines. The second, a dynamic time warping based classifier, matches sequences of 
points against a pattern bank of pre-recorded gestures. 

3.2.1 Regression based classifiers 

The regression approach tests a sequence of points against predefined function by examining the 
error of a regression function for a window of points. Then the error is compared to some thresshold 
allowing us to accept or reject the gesture as valid. 

3.2.2 Linear Regression 

The linear regression attempts to classify a sequence of points as either an up, down, left or right 
motion. It does so by first computing a linear fit for a window of points. Such a linear regression is 
calculated as: 

(2) 

Where X is the x component of the sequence and y is the vector of y values. Doing so gives us a 
coefficient vector f3 which define the regression line. 

The error around that regression line is then compared to an error threshhold to determine 
whether a classification is appropriate. There are actually two error threshholds - one required when 
the gesture is first identified and another, higher threshhold, when the gesture whats detected on the 
previous timestep. 

Additionally, the bounding box of the sequence of points is computed such that especially short 
gestures can be rejected. This ensures that the gesture was performed with a minimum speed. 
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( c) Linear Regression 

(d) Circular Regression 

Figure 2: Regression Based Classification 
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The X dimension of the bounding box is used to verify sufficient displacement for a Left/Right 
linear motion and the Y dimension of the bounding box is used to verify sufficient displacement for 
an Up/ Down motion. 

d= BNW - Bsw (3) 

Since a linear regression preserves no information about the chronology in which points were 
returned, an additional step is necessary in order to ensure the points were received in an appropriate 
order. 

For a left-swipe we must ensure that for each x value Xi 

Xi> Xi-l (4) 

The reverse must be true for a right-swipe. Doing so helps prevent false positives when the 
direction of motion changes along an axis . 

3.2.3 Circular Regression 

Similar to the linear regression, the circular regression classifier classifies based on whether or not a 
sequence of points has a sufficiently small error compared to the circle of best fit for those points. 

The circle of best fit is found by calculating the parameters, the center and the radius, that define 
the circle of best fit. These parameters are found using scipy's fmin function with an error function 
that is the sum of the error for the observed sequence of points to the circle. fmin implements the 
downhill simplex method. 

The downhill simplex method is a means of optimizing parameters for some objective function. 
Abstractly, imagine a polytope with 4 vertices, one more than the number of parameters we are 
optimizing (C"" Cy, r) . We can improve the value of the objective function by moving any of the 
parameters. 

In this case, the objective function is the minization of 

(5) 

As the downhill simplex method continues iteratively moving these points until the objective 
function decreases, when a predefined number of iterations has occurred, or the parameters converge. 

Secondly, we check for sufficient coverage of the circle by the gesture. If a gesture covers less 
than half of the circle, than the gesture is not classified. This measure was quite effective in reducing 
false-positives. 

Circular regressions are especially prone to false-positives. For example, a even slightly curved 
line may match a circle with a very large radius quite well, but it is unlikely that this gesture was 
intentional. Alternatively, a few points in a certain area may match a small circle quite well, but 
again, the gesture might have been unintentionally. This problem is combatted in two ways. First, 
the radius of the circle is verified to be in an acceptable range. An acceptable range is defined as 
approximately greater than a foot in diameter and less than 4 feet in diameter. 

3.3 Dynamic Time Warping 
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is an algorithm which compares two sequences of points and finds 
the most probably matching between associated points in each sequence. It also yields an error -
the cumulative sum of distances between pairs of points in each sequence. In this way, it matches 
based on the features of each sequence rather than each sequences value at a discrete timestep. 
Although, Dynamic Time Warping distorts the time scale of the sequences in order to fid a feature
based mapping, it preserves the chronology of features to find a most probable matching between 
points in each. 

Dynamic Time warping has gained popularity recently for a number of applications. It is used 
in speech recognition algorithms and other applications in which the speed of an observed pattern 
has little to do with the pattern's nature. Dynamic Time warping was first introduced in 2004 by 
Eamonn Keogh, Chotirat Ann Ratanamahatana of the University of California-Riverside(l) and has 
since grown quite popular among the machine-learning communtiy. Prior to the introduction of 
Dynamic Time warping, the contemporary metric for comparing two sequences was their Euclidian 
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Distance. Keogh and Ratanamahatana presented a much more appropriate way to match points for 
many contexts, to match points in two sequences by their similarity, not their position in time. 

Dynamic Time Warping has been used for Gesture recognition in a few different places. Most 
notable is the kinectDTW library for Microsoft SDK C# first released in July 2011.(? ) This project 
of course differs from the pyGesture library as it is written in a different programming language and 
does not work on the linux operating system. Other projects and papers such as Celebi et al(2) have 
demonstrated Dynamic Time Warpings effectiveness when used with Skeletal tracking data. Skeletal 
tracking was beyond the scope of the project. 

DTW works by examining the distance between the values in each series and finding the most 
likely chronological path through these relations. This, and the error term it returns provides an easy 
way to assess how well a given sequence of points matches a gesture pattern. 

The figures show how a pattern p may be related to an observed gesture sequence g. 
To compare two sequences p, a prerecorded pattern sequence and 9 an observed gesture sequence, 

we begin by constructing a cost matrix Mmxn - relating each point of one series to another point of 
the other where m is the length of p and n is the length of g. Note that theses sequences do not have 
to be equal in length. Each value in the cost matrix is defined as: 

The cost matrix is defined by 
Mij = Distance(gi,pj) (6) 

To find the most likely mapping between corresponding points in each sequence, a least-cost path 
is found through the cost matrix - from the index (0,0) of the first point in each sequence, to (m, n) 
the last point in each sequence. A least-cost path finding algorithm, such as, Dijkstra's algorithm is 
used - where edges are distances between two corresponding points, as defined in the cost matrix, 
and nodes are potential mappings. The resulting path through the cost-matrix is referred to as the 
"Warping Path". The Warping Path that relates the sequences allows us to calculate how different 
the two sequences are. Warping Path T is composed of n pairs of points from sequence p and ij, the 
error for the path is: 

E = ~i=oi = n - IDistance(g,p) (7) 

Roughly, finding the least cost path through the cost matrix relates points in each sequence while 
ensuring that sequences' chronology is maintained. By doing so, we relate two sequences based on 
their shape rather than by their timing. This is a much more appropriate way to relate a gesture 
sequence to a pattern sequence, because we do not assign weight to the speed at which the gesture is 
performed, but rather the shape. 

Once the least-cost path is found, the sum of the errors of the path is normalized by the number 
of points in the path, and is compared against other possible patterns in a pattern bank and against 
an error threshhold. 

3.3.1 Pattern Bank 

A major benefit of using Dynamic Time warping for gesture detection is that it is easy to record new 
patterns to which sequences of input can be compared with. These sequences are stored in a pattern 
bank. 

(8) 

Once a pattern bank is created, we can compare input sequences with each pattern in the bank 
using DTW and find the pattern-gesture matching with the least error. 

(9) 

To record a pattern, the gesturer initiates recording and records a series of points. The sequence 
of points is then normalized. 

When testing a pattern, the sequence of input points is normalized and then compared to each of 
the recorded patterns. If a pattern is returned with normalized error below some thresshold, than that 
pattern is classified and responders are notified. Redundant patterns in the pattern bank broaden 
the predictive power of Dynamic Time Warping - in this case, if a sequence of points matches any of 
the patterns with a given gesture designation, that gesture is reported. 

The pygesture library allows pattern banks to be loaded and saved from files. 
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3.4 Responder 

The pyGesture library was written so that developers could easily incorporate 3D gestures into their 
programs. To this end, the library includes a base class that developers can extend to tie their own 
functionality to gestures. By functionally separating the gesture classifiers from gesture responders, 
gestures can be incorporated in a larger program easily by developers. 

Central to a custom responder is the self. bound _ methods hash, in which each different gesture is 
mapped to a function in the responder. This allows the responder to easily define what will happen 
when a given gesture is detected. 

Developers are given the choice of loading predefined gestures to work with their program, or 
allowing the end user to record them themselves. 

The responder handles the Gesture events generated by the Gesture control system. Since the 
initial goal of the project was to control a window manager, one responder relates the gesture events 
of the gesture control to actions in the xlib library. 

3.4.1 Xlib responder 

The Xlib responder is a proof of concept responder that triggers events in the X Window system. 
The X window system is a protocol that allows a window manager, such as gnome or kde, to display 
windows on workspaces and handle rich input devices. 

The Xlib responder responds to Left and Right gestures with a corresponding directional shift in 
workspaces. Up and down gestures trigger scrolling responses. 

Although not all of them were connected to gestures, the xlib responder implements the following: 

• Mouse clicks (up/down) 

• Key down events 

• key up events 

• key down events 

• scrolling up 

• scrolling down 

• shifting works paces left/right 

An Xlib responder was chosen as an example responder because it is supported on most distri
butions of linux and represents the level of interaction that one might expect from a next-generation 
input device. 

3.4.2 Debug responder 

The Debug responder allows for easy debugging of the pygesture library by displaying the points 
tracked by the library overlayed on the RGB image of the scene. This allows developers to easily see 
when their gestures are being detected and easily record gesture patterns for use with DTW classifiers . 
Additionally a debug window is provided that is colored with respect to the depth of points in the 
scene. 

Additionally, a test program is included. The test program starts in a dynamic time warping 
setup by default, but can be started with a regression based setup with the -regression flag. 

3.5 Librares Used 

3.5.1 Freenect 

The freenect library is an open-source driver for the Kinect and makes available a point-cloud of data, 
as well as RGB video data. Preenect provides data to the filtering library asynchronously. (? ) 

3.5.2 OpenCV 

OpenCV is a library of computer-vision related algorithms(? 
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3.5.3 mlpy 

MLpy is a machine learning library for python. While mlpy is not used in the core library, its 
implementation of Dynamic Time Warping was instrumental in testing and understanding the one in 
pyGesture. (1 ) 

3.5.4 Numpy /scipy 

Numpy and Scipy are numerical and scientific packages for python that enable matrix manipulation 
and other quantitative features. (1 ) (1 ) 

3.5.5 Xlib 

Xlib is a X window system protocol client library. It provides low-level access to windows in a window 
manager, allowing the PyGesture system to interact with the windows on a system independent of 
the particular window manager. (1 ) 

4 Results 
PyGesture successfully implements a library for python that allows developers to easily add gesture 
functionality for the Kinect without needing any advanced knowledge of gestures. Simply by extending 
the responder class, developers can use the kinect as an input device for the program. The library is 
currently available as open source/free software at git@github.com:gtaschuk/pyGesture.git and will 
be updated by the author and hopefully the community at large. 

It is difficult to say for certain which type of Gesture Classifier is better, so both will remain in 
the library. Both work quite well for the gestures they attempt to classify. 

The Regression based gesture recognizer has a lower computational load, however it does not have 
the capability to be trained to recognize gestures without specitying additional functions. 

The DTW based gesture classifier allows gestures to be trained or loaded from a file. It works 
best for gestures in which there is sufficient complexity and difference between patterns in the pattern 
bank so that the error values for DTW comparison of pattern and gesture sequence is sufficiently 
hard. 

While many of the gestures that someone might want to record may be able to be parameterized 
as a function, and thus modeled with a regression-based method, it would often be much easier to 
simply record a pattern and use Dynamic Time Warping instead. Therefore, one might imagine 
that programs that wish to execute especially quickly might favor the linear regression approach, but 
otherwise Dynamic Time Warping offers a suitable alternative, or as a means to allow an end user to 
define their own gestures. 

The library is set up so that multiple gesture classifiers can be active at once. The reason for this 
is two-fold. First, it allows multiple types of gesture classifiers to be used at once - so, for example, 
there would be no need to record a dynamic time warping gesture for simple Left, Right, Up, and 
Down motions even if Dynamic Time Warping was being used for other gestures. Secondly, allowing 
multiple gesture classifiers allows a program to simultaneously handle gestures from both hands or 
multiple people. In this case, the filtering part of the library would have to be extended in order to 
provide multiple streams of data - routing each to a different group of classifiers. 

5 Further Work 
In order to facilitate easier use in external projects, the library should be packaged as a python egg 
so it can easily be installed by other developers and listed in python package repositories. 

Dynamic Time Warping works quite well to record and recognize gestures. Many researchers 
have found a Hidden Markov model to be an appropriate method for Gesture detection, and as 
such, extending the Gesture Classifier base class to implement a Hidden Markov model approach 
may prove to be fruitful. Other papers, comparing the effectiveness of Dynamic Time Warping and 
Hidden Markov Models have shown that Dynamic Time Warping tends to work better when the 
number of patterns to be recognized is relatively slow, and that when the number of patterns to be 
l'ecuglli:6eu is larger, Lite lJel'formance of Lhe Lwo algoriLhms is roughly equivalent. 
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Another useful extension for this library would be the ability to track multiple sequences of points. 
For example, if the program were to handle gestures from both hands, than the filtering module would 
have to be extended to track multiple hands and dispatch the sequences of data to their appropriate 
classifiers . 

Most importantly though, I hope that this library can prove useful for programs that utilize 
gesture input. Gesture input has had limited applications thusfar because there are few good non
proprietary implementations of gesture libraries - I believe this library is a competitive option and 
hope it will be used, modified and improved. 

6 Conclusion 
In this project, I was able to successfully implement a fully featured python library to record, recognize 
and respond to gestures. This aligns closely with my stated goals for the project and thus I am willing 
to call it a success. A comprehensive gesture recognition system would incorporate both regression
based gesture recognition and dynamic time warping based recognition since each provide valuable 
predictive power. 

It is difficult to speculate about how human-computer interaction will change in the coming years, 
but I expect that the offering of gesture-enabled programs will continue to expand as applications 
are adapted to utilize the more intuitive interaction offered by gesture control and other means of 
non-keyboard input. 
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8 Appendix 

8.1 Filtering 
The following is the filtering module for the library. 

#! / usr/bin/ env python 
i mport freenect 
import cv 
import frame_convert 
import numpy 
import itertools 
from debug import Debug, is_rect_nonzero 
import argparse 

# Hand Tr acker manages getting data from the kinect and dispatching tracked 
# points to the classifi ers 
class HandTracker: 

k_dim = (640,480) 

def __ init __ (self,classifiers,regression=False,debug=False): 
self.classifiers = classifiers 
self . curr_classifier_idx = -1 
self . threshold = 150 
self.current_depth = 350 
self. follow_point 0 
self.keep_running = True 

# the window where we're tracking color 
self.track_window = None 
self . track_box = None 

# if in debug mode, we feed it to a simpLe request handler 
# and make debug windows etc 
self.debug = debug 

if self .debug: 
self.dbg_depth = Debug("DEPTH",self) 
self .dbg_rgb = Debug (IIRGB" ,self, True) 

# histogram for finding FLESH 
self.hist = cv.CreateHist([180], cv.CV_HIST_ARRAY, [(0,180)J, 1 ) 

# Sets the histogram to match the selection 
def set_hist(self,frame,selection): 

sub = cv. GetSubRect (frame, selection) 
save = cv.CloneMat(sub) 

cv. ConvertScale(frame , frame, 0.5) 
cv. Copy(save , sub) 
x,y,w,h = selection 

# rectanguLar pie ce of frame 
cv.Rectangle(frame, (x,y), (x+w,y+h), (255,255,255» 

sel = cv.GetSubRect(self.hue,selection 
cv . CalcArrHist([seIJ, self .hist, 0) 

# get the most prevalent coLor in the histogram 
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cv.GetMinMaxHistValue(self.hist) 

if max_val != 0: 
cv .ConvertScale(self .hist .bins, self.hist.bins, 255. / max_val) 
print "Val set to " + str(max_val) 

def change_threshold(self,value): 
self.threshold = value 

def change_depth(self,value): 
self.current_depth = value 

def toXY(self,pointidx): 
return pointidx/,HandTracker . k_dim[OJ, pointidx/HandTracker .k_dim[OJ 

def toXYZ(self,pointidx,z): 
return pointidx/,HandTracker.k_dim[O), pointidx/HandTracker.k_dim[O), z 

def is_outstanding(self,fp,data,radius): 
xy_center = self.toXY(fp) 
x = xy_center[O) - radius 
if x < 0: x = 0 

y = xy_center[1) - radius 
if y < 0: y = 0 

x_end = x+2*radius 
if x_end> 639: x_end 639 
y_end = y+2*radius 
if y_end > 479: y_end 479 

#print m,m_end,y,y_end 
subrect = data[x:x_end, y:y_end) 
#print subrect 
sub_avg = numpy . average(subrect) 

# if the a~erage ~aLue of the points in some window are 
# significantLy different 
closest_distance = data[fp/640,fp!.480) 

#print closest_distance 
return «sub_avg - closest_distance) > 50) 

# Finds the point most likely to be the point of gesture 
def find_pointer(self,data): 

# nd is the minimum depth 
nd = numpy.min(data) 
# np is the location of the point with minimum depth 
fp = numpy.argmin(data) 
# check neighborhood 
if self.is_outstanding(fp,data,8): 

#print sub_a~g - nd 
self.follow_point = fp 
self.nd = data[fp/640,fp!.480) 
#print seLf.nd 
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xyz = self.toXYZ(self.follow_point,self.nd) 
#print :r;yz 
for classifier in self.classifiers: 

classifier.enqueue(xyz) 
return True 

return False 

# data is a [480] [640] numpy 
# Triggered whenever we get new depth data from the Kinect 
def process_depth_info(self,dev, data, timestamp): 

#globaL keep_running 
self.find_pointer(data) 
# pass off to debug to update window 
if self . debug: 

img = frame_convert.pretty_depth_cv(data) 
self.dbg_depth.update(img) 
self.dbg_depth.render() 

# Triggered whenever we get new data from the Kinect 
# working on camshift 
def process_rgb(self,dev, data, timestamp): 

#global keep_running 
# get an opencv version of video_cv data 
frame = frame_convert .video_cv(data) 
frame_size = cv.GetSize(frame) 

# Convert to HSV and keep the hue 
hsv = cv.Createlmage(frame_size, 8, 3) 
cv. CvtColor(frame , hsv, cv.CV_BGR2HSV) 
self.hue = cv. Createlmage (frame_size , 8, 1) 

# spLit the i mage into different hues 
cv.Split(hsv , self.hue, None, None, None) 

# Compute back projection 
# Run the cam-shift 
backproject = cv.Createlmage (frame_size , 8, 1) 
cv.CalcArrBackProject( [self.hue], backproject, self.hist ) 

# if we have a tracking window ... shift it 
# Track_window => (rectangLe of appro:r; hue) 
if self.track_window and is_rect_nonzero(self .track_window): 

# set criteria for backproject iter 
# compute back project i ons - shift i ng rectangLe ~n 
# appropriate direction 
crit = (cv.CV_TERMCRIT_EPS cv.CV_TERMCRIT_ITER, 10, 1) 
(iters, (area, value, rect) , self.track_box) = cv.CamShift(backproject, self . track_window, crit) 
# set track_window to the newly seLected rectangle 
self.track_window = rect 

# if a section is being selected - set the histogram 
if self.debug: 

sel = self.dbg_rgb.check_for_selection( 
self . track_window, 
self . track_box) 

# sets the histogram if there is a selection 
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if sel: self.set_hist(frame.sel) 

self . dbg_rgb.update(frame) 
#if se~f·track_window: 
# self·db9_ rgb . add_bo~(se~f · track_boID) 

self.dbg_rgb.render() 

# Bailout if ESC is pushed 
key = cv.WaitKey(3) 
char = chr(key & 255) 

# k is for KILL 
if char == 'k': 

self.keep_running = False 
else: 

self.curr_classifier().respond_to_key(char) 

def curr_classifier(self): 
return self.classifiers[self.curr_classifier_idx] 

def body(self.*args): 
if not self.keep_running: 

raise freenect.Kill 

def start(self): 
# Asynchronously loads data from kinect 
# self.body just ki~ls when it gets ESC 
freenect.runloop( 

depth=self.process_depth_info, 
video=self.process_rgb, 
body=self.body) 

if __ name __ == ' __ main __ ': 

parser = argparse.ArgumentParser(description=·Test pyGesture') 
parser. add_argument ('--regression' , 
action='store_true' , 
help='use regression based classification') 

args = parser.parse_args() 
t = HandTracker(debug=True) 
t. start 0 

8.2 Classification 

8.2.1 Classifier - base class 

The following is the base class for the Gesture Classifiers that the regression-based and DTW-based 
gesture classifiers inherit from. It contains methods to subscribe to points delivered by the filtering 
methods and methods to notify responders of detected gestures. 

#!/usr/bin/env python 
import freenect 
import cv 
import frame_convert 
import numpy as np 
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import matplotlib.pyplot as pIt 

, Gesture tracker object 
class GestureClassifier(object): 

line_thresh = 4000 
rel_rad = .8 

def __ init __ (self): 
self.minpoints = 10 
self.maxpoints = 15 
self .points = [] 
self .pattern_points [] 
self . classification "" 
self.running_len = 0 

# we want to notify the parent when the gesture changes 
# so we track responders 
self._responders = [] 

# the bounding bo~ 
self.b_box = False 

self.recording = False 
self.current_pattern = False 

#########,###,#,####,###,##,###,####",###,#,###,### 

, HELPLERS 
#,########,#####,######,#,######,##########,#,#,#### 

def plot(self): 
plt.plot(self . x_points(),self.y_points(),'ro') 
plt.axis([O,640,O,480]) 
plt. showO 
return 

def print_on(self,img,color): 
for p in self .points: 

cv. Circle (img, (p [0] ,p [1]), 4, color, 5) 

def __ str __ (self): 
string = "Gest: 'I.s" 'I. self.classification 
if self. classification == "C": 

return string + " - " + str(self.circ_guess) 
return string 

def x_points(self): 
return [a[O] for a in self.points] 

def y_points(self): 
return [a[1] for a in self.points] 

def xy_points(self): 
return [(a[0],a[1]) for a in self.points] 

def dist(start,fin): 
return (start[O] - fin[O])**2 + (start[1] - fin[1])**2 
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# returns indew of c~osest point 
def closest(point.points): 

closest = -1 
mindist = 1000000 
for i.p in enumerate(points): 

if dist(p.point) < dist: 
closest = i 
mindist = dist(p.point) 

return closest 

####################################1############### 

# HELPER METHODS 
####1#1############################################# 

def attach(self,obs): 
if not obs in self._responders: 

self._responders.append(obs) 

def detach(self,obs): 
try: 

self._responders.remove(obs) 
except ValueError: 

pass 

# check if there are enough points to work with 
def ready_to_classify(self): 

return len(self.points) > self.minpoints 

def notify(self,classification): 
for resp in self . _responders: 

resp.process_gesture(classification) 

def enqueue(self,point): 
# get bounding bow 
if len(self.points) > 1: 

self.b_box = self.bounding_box() 

self.points.append(point) 

if self.ready_to_classify(): 
self. classifyO 

if len(self.points) > self.maxpoints: 
self.points.pop(O) 

def resetO: 
return 

# We only want to notify when something changes 
def detect(self,classification): 

if classification == "": 
# no Longer is sending an event 
self. reset 0 
return 

if self.classification classification: 
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self.running_len += 1 
print self.running_len 

else: 
# new gesture 
self.classification = classification 
self.running_len = 0 

# otherwise, we shou~d notify a~~ subscribers 
#if classification in ["L", "R"l: 
# seLf·clear(} 
self.notify(classification) 

def classify(self): 
return 

################################1#1########## 

# NETHODS RELATING TO THE WINDOW OF POINTS 
1#1########################################## 

def respond_to_key(self,k): 
if k == 'r': 

print "RESETTING" 
self. reset 0 
# otherwise its a gesture-mode specific key 

return 

def clear(self): 
self . points = [] 

return 

def total_offset(self): 
first = np.array(self .points[O]) 
last = np.array(self .points[-l]) 
return np.linalg .norm(last - first) 

# measures the disp~acement over the Last n points 
def displacement(self) : 

first = np.array(self .points[O]) 
last = np.array(self.points[-l]) 
return last - first 

def bounding_box(self): 
min_x min(self . x_points(» 
min_y min(self . y_points(» 
max x max(self.x_points(» 
max_y max(self.y_points(» 
first np . array«min_x,min_y» 
last = np.array«max_x,max_y» 
return [first,last] 

8.3 Regression classifier 
The following class extends the GestureTracker base class to implement Regression-based classifiers 
for Up, Down, Left and Right gestures. 

from gesture import GestureClassifier 
import numpy as np 
from scipy.optimize import fmin 
import itertools 
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import math 

class RegressionClassifier(GestureClassifier): 
line_thresh = 4000 
rel_rad = .7 

def __ init __ (self): 
GestureClassifier. __ init __ (self) 
self.circ_error = 10000 
self.line_error = 10000 
self.reset_circle() 

# caLL after cLassifications are no Longer being sent 
# cLears state 
def reset(self): 

self.circ_error 
self. line_error 

10000 
10000 

# It helps for the regression to start at the center 
# when it doesn't have a Last-circle to work from 
def reset_circle(self): 

self . circ_guess = np . array([320,240,100]) 

# determine if we have a wide swath of points 
def sufficient_circle_coverage(self): 

cx,cy,radius = self.eirc_guess 

xys = (self.x_points(),self.y_points(» 
# Average points 
avg_x sum(xys[O])/len(xys[O]) 
avg_y = sum(xys[l])/len(xys[l]) 

# caLc EucLidian distance 
dist_sq = (cx - avg_x)**2 + (cy - avg_y)**2 

return dist_sq < GestureClassifier.rel_rad*radius**2 

def errfunc(self,params): 
nx = self.x_points() 
ny = self.y_points() 
tcx,tcy,tr = params 
return «(nx-tcx)**2 + (ny-tcy)**2 - tr**2)**2).sum() 

def is_circle(self): 
# Guess params 

params = fmin( 
self.errfunc, 
self.circ_guess, 
disp=False, 
maxiter=20) 

self.circ_error = self.errfunc(params) 
px,py,pr = params 
if self.running_len > 0: 

if (pr < 300) and (pr > 40) and (self.circ_error/rnath.pow(pr,2) < 3400): 
self.circ_guess = np.array([px, py, pr]).astype(int) 
return self.sufficient_circle_coverage() 
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else: 
if (pr < 250) and (pr> 60) and (self.circ_error!math.pow(pr,2) < 2000): 

self.circ_guess = np.array([px, py, pr]).astype(int) 
return self.sufficient_circle_coverage() 

return False 

def is_horiz_line(self): 
x_dpl = abs(self.b_box[O] [0] - self .b_box[l] [0]) 
if x_dpl > 150: 

x_pts = self.x_points() 
y_pts = self . y_points() 
A = np.vstack([x_pts,np.ones(len(x_pts))]).T 
line = np.linalg.lstsq(A,y_pts) [0] 
residuals = np.linalg.lstsq(A,y_pts) [1] 
#print ~ine 

#print residua~s 
self.line_error = residuals[O] 
return (residuals < GestureClassifier.line_thresh) 

else: 
return False 

def is_vert_line(self): 
y_dpl = abs(self.b_box[O] [1] - self. b_box [1) [1]) 
if y_dpl > 120: 

x_pts = self.x_points() 
y_pts = self.y_points() 
A = np.vstack([y_pts,np.ones(len(y_pts)))).T 
line = np.linalg.lstsq(A,x_pts) [0) 
residuals = np . linalg.lstsq(A,x_pts) [1) 
self.line_error = residuals[O] 
return (residuals < GestureClassifier.line_thresh) 

else: 
return False 

def sequential(self,the_list): 
it = iter(the_list) 
it.nextO 
# Track how many were in order and grab direction 
# if ~ values are constant~y increasing 
less_thans = sum([b <= a for a,b in itertools. izip(the_list , it)]) 
#print ~ess_thans 

return less_thans 

def classify(self): 
if len(self.points) < self.maxpoints: 

return 
if self.is_horiz_line(): 

self . reset_circle() 
less_thans = self.sequential(self.x_points()) 
if less_thans < 3: 

self .detect(IR") 
elif less_thans > self .maxpoints - 3: 

self.detect(IL") 
return 

elif self.is_vert_line(): 
self.reset_circle() 
less_thans = self.sequential(self.y_points()) 
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if less_thans < 3: 
self.detect("D") 

elif less_thans > self.maxpoints - 3 : 
self. detect ("U") 

return 
elif self.is_circle(): 

self.detect("C") 
return 

else: 
# Nothing was detected 
self.detect("") 
#self·reset_circle() 
return 

8.4 Dynamic Time Warping classifier 
The following class extends the GestureTracker base class to implement a Dynamic Time Warping 
classifier. Gestures can be recorded or loaded from a file. 

import cv 
from gesture import GestureClassifier 
from pattern import Pattern 
from dtv.dtv2d import dtv 
import numpy as np 

class DTWClassifier(GestureClassifier): 
error_thresh = 10000000 

def __ init __ (self): 
GestureClassifier. __ init __ (self) 
self.maxpoints = 100 
# mode 0 is normal mode 
# mode 1 is recording mode 
#self.pattern = [(412,278), (357,332), (228,279), (227,277), (221,257), (220,233), (221,225), (227,202), (40 
self.pattern_points = [] 
self.patterns = [] 
print "INITIALIZED WARPGESTURE" 

def respond_to_key(self,k): 
GestureClassifier.respond_to_key(self,k) 
if k == 'v': 

if self.recording: 
self.recording False 

print "STOPPED RECORDING" 
name = rav_input("Enter a name for this gesture: ") 
self.patterns.append(Pattern(name,self.pattern_points» 
#print selj.patterns[-l].normalize() 
self. reset 0 

else: 
print "STARTED RECORDING" 
self.recording = True 
self .resetO 

elif k == 's': 
if len(self.patterns) > 0: 

self.vrite_to_file() 
return 
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def write_to_file(self): 
# TODO fi Le 
patterns = {} 
for pat in self.patterns: 

patterns[pat.name] = pat.points 

np.savez('patterns.npz', patterns) 
return 

def load_patterns(self,outfile): 
#outfiLe.seek(O) # OnLy needed here to simuLate cLosing & reopening fiLe 
npzfile = np.load(outfile) 
for k,v in npzfile.iteritems(): 

self.patterns.append(Pattern(k,v» 
return 

def reset(self): 
self. points = [] 

self.pattern_points [] 
self.classification "" 
self . running_len = 0 

def classify(self): 
point_window = self .xy_points() 
res = np.array([pat.test_against(point_window) for pat in self.patterns]) 
min_idx = np.argmin(res) 

if res[min_idx] < DTWClassifier . error_thresh: 
name = self.patterns[min_idx] .name 
Iprint "7.10s - Error 7,d" 7, (name,res[min_idx)) 
Iprint name 
self.detect(name) 

#print seLf.current_pattern.test_against(point_window) 

I endix is the cLosest point on the circLe to 
# the first observed point 
Ibegindex = cLosest(xys[O),seLf.circLe) 
I begin is the closest point to the first point 
#begin = (O,begindex) 
#endex = cLosest(xys[O),seLf.circLe) 
# end is the closest point to the Last seen point 
lend = (seLf.maxpoints,endex) 

lif d t t2 [0) ( 1000000: 
# print "LOll ERROR" 
#else : 
I print "H1(;8 ERROR" 
Ise Lf. reset () 

def enqueue(self,point): 
super(DTWClassifier,self).enqueue(point) 
if self.recording: 

#seLf ·current_pattern . add_point((point[O),point[l))) 
self.pattern_points.append«point[O],point[1]» 
#print "ReCORD TNG" 
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# checks if there are enough points and a current_pattern 
def ready_to_classify(self): 

a = len(self.points) > self.minpoints 
b = a and len(self.patterns) > 0 
return b 

8.4.1 Pattern 

The pattern class stores information about patterns that are used in the dynamic time warping 
library. 

import cv 
from dtw.dtw2d import dtw 
import numpy as np 

class Pattern: 
def __ init __ (self,name="",points=[] ,skip_normalization=False): 

if skip_normalization: 
self.points points 

else: 
self.points self.normalize(points) 

self.name = name 
return 

def add_point(self,point): 
self.points.append(point) 
return 

# does dtw against the sequence of points given 
def test_against(self,sequence): 

#print self.norma~ize(sequence) 
dtt2 = dtw(self.points,self.normalize(sequence» 

return dtt2 [0] 

def print_on(self,img,color): 
# print first point in another co~or 
p = self.points[O] 
col = cv.RGB(255,127,0) 
cv.Circle(img, (p[O] ,p[1]), 4,col,4) 

col = cv.RGB(127,127,0) 
for p in self.points[l:]: 

cv.Circle(img, (p[O] ,p[1]), 4,col,4) 

#print len(self.points) 

# this fits the gesture to a 640m480 grid 
def normalize(self,points,x_dim=640,y_dim=480): 

bounds = self.bounds(points) 
size = [abs (bounds [0] [0] - bounds[l][O]), 

abs (bounds [0] [1] - bounds [1] [1] )] 
# mu~tiplier 

r = min([x_dim/float(size[O]), y_dim/float(size[1])]) 
#print r 
normalized = [ 
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( (p [0] - bounds [0] [0] ) *r, 
(p[l] - bounds [0] [l])*r) for p in points] 

return normalized 

def bounds(self,xy_points): 
min_x = min(p[O] for p in xy_points) 
min_y min(p[l] for p in xy_points) 
max_x max(p[O] for p in xy_points) 
max_y max(p[l] for p in xy_points) 
first np.array«min_x,min_y» 
last = np.array«max_x,max_y» 
return [first,last] 

8.4.2 Dynamic Time Warping 

The Dynamic Time Warping library implements dynamic time warping for 2D data. It uses Dijkstra's 
algorithm to find the least-cost path through the cost matrix. 

import matplotlib.pyplot as pyplot 
import matplotlib.em as em 
import numpy as np 

11/111 

Ta~es two point vectors 

Returns 
Kin Distance of warp path 
Accumu~ated cost matri~ 
Path (tupLe of ld aT'rays) 

[HuL~er07] H HuLLer. Information Retrieva~ for Husie and Hotion. Springer, 2007. 
[KeoghOl] E J Keogh, H J Pazzani. Derivative Dynamic Time Warping. In First SIAH InternationaL Confer 

nn" 

""11 

HELPER FUNCTION 
finds ~e9a~ successors of a point 
in the grid 

""" 
def sueeessors(p,dirnx,dimy): 

sue = [] 

if p[O] + 1 < dirnx: 
sue . append«p[O]+l,p[l]» # ~+l,y 

if pet] + 1 < dimy: 
sue.append«p[O],p[l] + 1» # x,y+l 
suc.append«p[O]+l,p[l] + 1» # ~+l ,y+l 

# if onLy within y bounds 
elif p[l] + 1 < dimy: 

sue.append«p[O] ,p[t] + 1) # ~,y+l 

return sue 

IIH., 
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Dijkstras 
given cost matrim and begin,end points 

finds all the predecessors and the distances 
""" 
def dijk(cost,begin,end): 

dist = 0 

#print cost 
# now we traverse it 
############################################## 

# DIJKSTRH 
############################################## 

dist = {} 
pred = {} 
queue = {} 

queue[begin] = 0 
# for each vertem in the queue 
# sorted by min distance 
while len(queue) > 0: 

# remove it and record the distance to it as it's 
# predecessor 
v = rnin(queue,key=queue.get) 

rnax_y,rnax_x = (len(cost),len(cost[O]» 
#dist[v] = queue[v] 
dist[v] = queue.pop(v) 

if v == end: 
break 

#print "SUCCESSORS" 
#print successors(v,len(a), len(b)) 
# for each possible successor w, of a point v 
for w in successors(v,rnax_x,rnax_y): 

# the length is the length sofar + the new weight 
#print w 
newLen = dist[v] + cost[(w[l],w[O])] 

# if we've already seen the point, compare its 
# new length, it should be less 
#print "NEIfLEN" 
#print newLen 
#print "QUEUE" 
#print queue 
#print "II" 
#print w 
if w in dist: 

if newLen < dist[w]: 
raise ValueError, \ 
"Dijkstra: found better path to already-final vertex" 

# if its not in queue or its a better path, enqueue it 
elif w not in queue or newLen < queue[w]: 

queue[w] = newLen 
pred[w] = v 
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return (dist,pred) 

#return dist, cost, path 

def cost_matrix(a,b): 
cost_matrix = np.empty(shape=(len(a),len(b») 
# CaLc cost matriw 
# B is on the y awis 
# A is on the w awis 
#print "ma:c 1st indew" 
#print Len(cost_matriwJ-l 
#prin t "mam 2nd inde:c" 
#print Len(cost_matrim[O)J -1 
for i in range(len(a»: 

for j in range(len(b»: 
cost_matrix[i][j] = (b[j][0]-a[i][0])**2 + (b[j][1]-a[i][1])**2 

#print "COST HATRIl" 
#print cost_matri:c 
return cost_matrix 

def dtw(a,b): 
begin = «0),(0» 

end = (len(b)-l,len(a)-l) 

trail = [] 
error = 0 
curr = end 
dist, pred dijk(cost_matrix(a,b),begin,end) 

#print curr 
while curr is not begin: 

trail.append(curr) 
curr = pred[curr] 
error = error + dist[curr] 

trail. append (begin) 

return error,trail 

8.5 Xlib 
The XIControl Class implements a responder that subscribes to Gesture Classifiers and responds 
with commands that access the X window system's protocol. 

#!/usr/bin/python 

import Xlib.display 
import Xlib.ext.xtest 
from Xlib import XK 
import thread 
import commands 
import os 
import subprocess 
import time 
from collections import defaultdict 
from pygesture.responder import Responder 
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DOWN_ARR = Ox8fe 
UP_ARR = Ox8fc 

class XlibControl(Responder): 
def __ init __ (self): 

Responder. __ init __ (self) 

self .display = Xlib .display.Display() 
self.screen = self.display.screen() 
self.root = self . screen.root 

self . windows = defaultdict(list) 

self.curr_screen = -1 

self . scrolling = "" 
self.window_details() 
self.bound_methods = { 

"CIRCLE" 
"SCROLL_DOWN" 
"SCROLL_UP" 

self.move_workspace_left, 
self. scroll_down, 
self. scroll_up} 

def mouse_click(self, button): 
self.mouse_down(button) 
self .mouse_up(button) 

def mouse_down(self, button): #button= 1 ~eft, 2 midd~e, 3 right 
Xlib.ext.xtest . fake_input(self.display,Xlib . X.ButtonPress, button) 
self .display.sync() 

def mouse_up(self, button): 
Xlib.ext.xtest.fake_input(self.display,Xlib.X.ButtonRelease, button) 
self.display.sync() 

def mouse_warp(self. x,y): 
self.root.warp_pointer(x,y) 
self.display.sync() 

def key_down(self,key): 
Xlib .ext.xtest.fake_input(self.display,Xlib.X .KeyPress, key) 
self.display . sync() 

def key_up(self,key): 
Xlib.ext .xtest . fake_input(self.display,Xlib.X.KeyRelease, key) 
self.display . sync() 

def key_click(self, key): 
self.key_down(key) 
self.key_up(key) 

def get_screen_resolution(self) : 
return self.screen['width_in_pixels'], self.screen['height_in_pixels'] 

def go_to_workspace(self,screen): 
# method makes the current window stop scro~~ing 
# before it changes workspaces 
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self.stop_scrolling() 
command = "wmctrl -s %d" % screen 
os . system(command) 
self.curr_screen = screen 
os.system("Wlllctrl -i - r %s -b add,above" % self .windows [self. curr_screen] [0]) 
return screen 

def scroll(self,down=True): 
return 
if down: 

self.mouse_click(4) 
#seLf·key_down{DOWN_ARR) 
self.scrolling = "0" 

else: 
self.mouse_click(5) 
#seLf·key_down{UP_ARR) 
self.scrolling = "U" 

def scroll_down(self): 
return self.scroll(down=True) 

def scroll_up(self): 
return self.scroll(down=False) 

def st op_scrolling(self ) : 
#if seLf. s croLLing == "D": 
# se~f·key_up{DOWN_ ARR) 

#e~ij se~f.scroLLin9 == "U": 
# seLj.key_up(UP_ARR) 
self. scrolling 
r et urn 

1111 

# move workspaces by the specified deLta 
def move_workspaces(self,delta): 

new_wkspc = (self.curr_screen + delta)%7 
print "AT 'l.d delta is %d moving to %d" % (self . curr_screen, delta, new_wkspc) 
return self . go_to_workspace(new_wkspc) 

def move_workspace_left(self): 
self.move_workspaces(-l) 
return 

# grabs a~L the windows from the desktop and puts them in the hash 
def window_details (self): 

self .windows = defaultdict(list) 

command = "wmctrl -1" 
cmd = subprocess.Popen(command, shell=True, stdout=subprocess .PIPE) 
self.curr_screen 
win_line = cmd . stdout.readline() 
line_split = win_line . split(' ') 
self.curr_screen = int(line_split[2]) 
self.windows[self . curr_screen] .append(line_split[O]) 
for win in cmd.stdout: 

line_split = win . split(' ' ) 
# screen number 
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sc = int(line_split[2]) 
# window id 
w = line_split[O] 
self.windows[sc] .append(w) 

if __ name __ == ' __ main __ ': 
r = XlibControl() 
r. add_classifier ("DTW") 
r.startO 

8.6 Debug 
The Debug module simplifies display of kinect depth and rgb data as well as recording, viewing and 
saving patterns. 

import cv 
import frame_convert 

# Uti~ity function - checks for non-zero rectang~e 
def is_rect_nonzero(r): 

C,_,w,h) r 
return (w > 0) and (h > 0) 

class Debug: 
def __ init __ (self,name,parent,shift_left=False): 

# Create window and event ca~~backs 
self.name = name 
self.parent = parent 
cv.NamedWindow(self.name) 
if shift_left: 

cv.MoveWindow(self.name,480,O) 
cv.SetMouseCallback( self.name, self.on_mouse) 

# Ve want to track the ~ocation and area of drags 
# Set to (ro,y) when mouse starts drag 
self.drag_start = None 
# Set to rect when the mouse drag finishes 
self.selection = None 
self.parent = parent 

self.font = cv. InitFont (cv.CV_FONT_HERSHEY_SIMPLEX, .5, . 5, 0, 3, 8) 
#Creates a font 
self.mess_ll = "BEGAN" 

# if not returns fa~se 
# Draws a bore if in the process of se~ecting 
# Returns a se~ection if the se~ection is nonzero 
def check_for_selection(self,track_window,track_box): 

# if comp~ete se~ection, recompute the histogram 
if self.drag_start and is_rect_nonzero(self.selection): 

return self.selection 
# If mouse is pressed, high~ight the current se~ected rectang~e 
elif track_window and is_rect_nonzero(track_window): 

# draws bore to img 
cv.EllipseBox(self.img, track_box, cv.CV_RGB(255,O,O), 3, cv.CV_AA, 0 ) 

return False 
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def on_mouse(self, event, x, y, flags, param): 
if event == cv.CV_EVENT_LBUTTONDOWN: 

self.drag_start = (x, y) 
if event == cv.CV_EVENT_LBUTTONUP: 

self.drag_start = None 
self.parent.track_window = self.selection 

if self.drag_start: 
xmin min(x, self.drag_start[O]) 
ymin min(y, self.drag_start[l]) 
xmax max(x, self.drag_start[O]) 
ymax max(y, self.drag_start[l]) 
self.selection = (xmin, ymin, xmax - xmin, ymax - ymin) 

# CoLor by cLassification 
# defauLt coLor = grey 
def get_classification_color(self,gesture): 

cl = gesture. classification 
color = cv.RGB(127,127,127) 
if cl == "C": 

color = cv.RGB(255,O,O) 
elif cl == "L": 

color = cv.RGB(O,O,127) 
elif cl == "R": 

color = cv.RGB(O,127,O) 
elif cl == "U": 

color = cv.RGB(O,127,127) 
elif cl == "D": 

color = cv.RGB(127,127,O) 
return color 

def add_box(self,rect): 
color = cv.RGB(127,127,O) 
cv.Rectangle(self.img, 

(rect [0] trect [1]) , 
(rect[0]+rect[2],rect[1]+rect[3]), 
color, 
thickness=2) 

def put_messages(self): 
color = cv.RGB(255,255,255) 
if self .mess_ll: 

cv.PutText(self.img,self.mess_II,(20,450),self.font,color) 
if self.mess_lr: 

cv.PutText(self . img,self .mess_lr,(300,450),self.font,color) 

# Takes base img 
# adds gesture cLassification 
# draws circLe if appLicabLe 
def update(self,img): 

# load image into frame 
self.img = img 
detected = [] 
for gest_t in self.parent.classifiers: 

self.print_gesture(gest_t) 
detected.append(gest_t.classification) 
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self .mess_ll = ",". join(detected) 
#gest_t.c~assification 

#se~f . mess_Lr ~ 'Cire: {OJ Line: {1}'.Jormat(gest_t . cire_error,gest_t.~ine_errorJ 

self.mess_lr = " 
self.put_messages() 
#seLf . render() 
# just for convention 

def print_gesture(self,gest_t): 
color = self.get_classification_color(gest_t) 

# print the points seen thusfar 
gest_t.print_on(self.img,color) 

# print the pattern we're comparing it against 
if len(gest_t.pattern_points) > 1: 

#gest_t.current_pattern.print_on(seLJ.img,coLorJ 
p = gest_t.pattern_points[O] 
col = cv.RGB(255,127,O) 
cv.Circle(self.img, (p[O] ,p[l]), 4,col,4) 

col = cv.RGB(127,127,O) 
for p in gest_t.pattern_points[l:]: 

cv. Circle (self. img, (p [0] ,p [1]), 4, col, 4) 

# Draw the circLe regression 
if gest_t.classification == "C": 

circ = gest_t.circ_guess 
# Center (~,y) Radius (r) 
cv.Circle(self.img, (circ[O] ,circ[1]), circ[2] ,color,4) 

return True 

def render(self): 
#cv.CircLe(img, ~y, 10,coLor,SJ 
cv.Showlmage(self.name, self.img) 

8.7 Tracker Tester 
The following file implements a few methods that conduct automated testing for the gesture classifiers. 
This did not prove to be particularly helpful in testing, most testing was done with live gestures and 
the Debug responder. 

from hand_tracker import HandTracker 
import sys 
import csv 
import numpy as np 
import matplotlib.pyplot as pIt 
from scipy.optimize import fmin 
import math 
from gesture import GestureTracker 

from time import sleep 

keep_running = True 

def circle(cx,cy,r,num_points=8): 
theta = np.random.rand(num_points)*2*math.pi 
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ICrIJ = 2 . 3 
Icy = 0.5 
#r = 2 

x = cx + r*np . cos(theta) 
y cy + r*np.sin(theta) 

nx x + np.random.normal(loc=O, scale=0. 2 , size=num_points) 
ny y + np.random.normal(loc=O, scale=0 . 2, size=num_points) 
nz [100J*num_points 

return zip(nx,ny,nz) 

def line(m,b,x_range,num_points=8) : 
def y(m,x,b): 

return m*x+b 

x_vals = np . random.rand(num_points)*x_range 
x_ vals . sort 0 
#print 
y_vals 
z_vals 

rIJ_ va Ls 
[y(m,x,b) for x in x_valsJ 

= [100]*num_points 

I A toy cLass that Lets us monitor the classifications 
I of the gesture classifier 
class GestResponder: 

def process_gesture(self,gest): 
print "Received %s" Yo gest 
return 

class HandTest(HandTracker): 
def __ init __ (self): 

self.threshold = 150 
self.current_depth = 350 

self . responder = GestResponder() 
self .gesture = GestureTracker() 
self .gesture.attach(self . responder) 

# Shouldn't actualLy be necessary to override this 
# but what the helL 
def process_depth_info(self,dev, data, timestamp): 

return 

def start (self) : 
I instead of a run loop we need a for loop which 
# falces runloop 
return 

def runtest(self,fname): 
self.testcircle() 
s elf.testline() 

def passgesture( self,arr) : 
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for xyz in arr: 
self.gesture.enqueue(xyz) 

#print self. gesture. points 
self.gesture.plot() 

def testcircle(self): 
c = circle(150,200,150,15) 
self.passgesture(c) 

def testline(self): 
1 = line(.2,200,150,15) 
self.passgesture(l) 

if __ name __ == ' __ main __ ': 

t = HandTest () 
#t.runtest(sys.argv[O)J 
It. testcircle(} 
t . test line () 
#t.testcircle() 
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